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How do we recreate, reimagine and provide the 

tools for a new career pathway-

Key Modules

1. Transitions 

▪ (liminal states)  fear and changing paradigms, rituals and reflection

2. Capitals: meaning and career- purpose- and wholistic model 

▪ Meaning and career purpose (see framework)

3. Re-working language and reputation (inclusive reputation and identify)

▪ Identity – self worth, eg volunteer versus pro-bono

▪ Retired versus re-imagined

▪ Not living in the old narrative

4. Learning: organising your own curriculum 

▪ Theories of developmental psychology of learning theory and transitions

▪ Organising your own curriculum

▪ Identifying your value and skills and expertise and converting your skills into a portfolio

▪ Up-skilling and being current and relevant

5. New skills- personal and professional

▪ Old and new skills

▪ Personal and professional skills



6. New work models:

▪ Beyond mid life 

▪ New gig economies, eg barter systems, co-operative models, TENS

7. Entrepreneurship and being self-employed:

▪ Self employed- create your own work 

▪ Processes and creativity

8. Challenges:

▪ Money issues: eg income, tax return, paid work, pro-bono, (barriers)

9. Networking and re-establishing 

▪ Alumni

10. Managing Risks: 

▪ You’re too old

▪ depression and mental health

▪ business risks

▪ physical illness

11. Combating ageism: 

▪ Take no notice

▪ Breaking down policies and stereotypes 

▪ Turning your back on low expectation 



Capitals - module 

Social Connections- bridging and bonding social capital Influence relationship

Material Natural resources Tools, material and infrastructure

Financial Money, means of production Financial, means of production

Living Carbon, nitrogen, water Soil, ecosystem services

Intellectual Ideas, knowledge and education Words, education.

Experiential Action Embodied experience

Spiritual Prayer, intention, faith, karma, meaning, values Spiritual attainment

Cultural In the field of sociology, cultural capital comprises

the social assets of a person (education, intellect,

style of speech, style of dress, etc.) that

promote social mobility in a stratified society.

Community - access to status

and prestige

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_mobility

